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EDITORIAL
An important element of the life
of Toc H is that is greater than
the
sum
of
its
parts,
membership is at the heart of
everything that is done in the
name of the Movement be it in
Branches or by individual
members. As we know the key
message is the working out in
our lives the principles of The
Four Points of the Compass
summed up in the idea of simple
acts of kindness.

The Branch in undertaking this
work is a living and breathing
example of Toc H principles, they
are
not
alone
in
their
commitment other branches and
members offer their services in
their own way.
The club in Denny is offering a
specific service that at a time of
cuts to local authority budgets
(including social services) ensures
that a group of people are not
entirely bereft of a regular
opportunity to get out of their
homes.

An element of such actions is
that they are unsung, and we
hope that they will not illicit
praise, rather the opposite, that
they will be known only by the
recipient.

As well as the weekly club, a preChristmas trip is organised
annually with a stay in a hotel in
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Scarborough (known as the Queen of the Yorkshire coast).
The importance of the club cannot be underestimated, especially when
local authorities are subject to budgets that mean cuts to services.
The Board having sought the agreement of the AGM are planning to fund
for an initial period of twelve months a Project worker to the Club to
assist the Branch to explore new possibilities and the possibility of
financial support. Even in these days of austerity budgets we believe that
the work deserves external funding.
In addition, the worker will give a day a week to exploring the
possibilities of a new project in the communities close to where our Board
member Ronnie lives.
In making the funding available we are not seeking to rebuild a staffbased organisation, we are seeking to offer support to hard working
volunteers who we hope will benefit from having the support of a worker
who is based in Denny. In November we appointed a Project worker
Shona Barrie, who we hope will introduce herself in the next In Touch
The post is for an initial twelve months to allow us to evaluate future
developments and activities. We hope that in the early months extra
sources of funding might be identified. We are hopeful and expect that
the post will be extended after twelve months, the initial time scale is to
give us time to evaluate the possibilities for future developments.
We will of course keep members in touch with the work in Denny, we will
also be exploring other potential projects that can support existing work.
It is important that since all the Board are volunteers that we take such
developments a step at a time.
I started with the comment that Toc H is greater than the sum of its
parts, it is projects like Denny that make this point. Simple acts of
kindness that are known only by those in the local community are an
example of what we represent and stand for.
I hope that all readers of In Touch will be heartened by what we propose
for Denny and encourage all Toc H members to keep the Four Points as a
focus for all that we do in our local communities.
Terry Drummond

In Touch magazine
is produced three times a year, the last date for submission of
articles is the end of February, June and October
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Remembrance Day, London 2017
What a pleasure it was to meet other members and a privilege to
march with them in representing Toc H on the 12th of November. The
day was cold with bright spells, the event stirred many emotions,
happy, sad, tearful and overwhelming, it was a remarkable experience
leaving me feeling very grateful and proud. It seemed befitting to
finish the day by paying my respects to Tubby at All Hallows Church,
which is certainly worth a visit.
In November I was invited to sit in and observe at a Toc H board
meeting, though a bit apprehensive of what to expect at first I
needn't have worried as I was made to feel very welcome and at ease.
Thank you to all the members!
On the 6th June 2018 Saltburn Toc H will be 80 years old. I don't know
much about its history before Alan Peacock was Chairman (which was
from the 1970s) but if anyone has come across anything relating to
Saltburn by the Sea Branch I would be very grateful if you could pass
the information on. Thank You to all.
Maria Beevers (Saltburn)

Maria’s selfie of the Toc H contingent

Please get in touch with Central Office if you want to take
part in this year’s March Past at the Cenotaph. Security
checking starts early and we need to get numbers in!!!!
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Carol Service at All Hallows
The annual Toc H Carol Service took place at our Guild Church of All
Hallows. It was beautifully decorated in keeping with the festive
theme and the flickering candlelight added gentle warmth to the
ambiance.
This year the service coincided with the annual London Santa Run so
the area was awash with runners in fancy dress; Father and Mother
Christmas, elves, crackers and baubles etc. What a sight to behold!
The service was eloquently led by Rev.
Bertrand Olivier, his last Toc H Carol
Service before leaving for his new post in
Canada. Terry Drummond gave the
address and the readings, both secular
and non-secular were punctuated by
melodious organ music. On this occasion,
our congregation was joined by members
Marcia and Hilary welcoming of the visiting public. A few stayed for
people and inviting visitors to refreshments at the end of the service
stay for as little or as long as and expressed how much they enjoyed
they liked.
it.

Farewell Bertrand
May you enjoy Canada!!
After the service Terry
presented Bertrand with
a copy of Linda Parker’s
book “Shell Shocked
Prophets” which he was
delighted to receive.
We wish Bertrand all
the best as he is called
to new work and thank
him for the support he
gave Toc H.
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Oh Christmas Tree,
Toc H ‘tree’ at the Tree Festival
Do you remember that last
year we contributed a tree
to the first Hall Green
Action Group tree festival?
That one was decorated by
those gathered at Weirside
for World Chain of Light.
This year we decided to
make a tree out of actual
decorations. Various
members and non-members
took Mandalas from a book
with a Christmas theme,
coloured them in and
returned them. Stuck
on green sprayed paper
plates they created this
tree which welcomed
folk to the festival.
Although in Birmingham the
contributors came from far
and wide!! Many folk said
how much they had
enjoyed the colouring in
and how relaxing and stress
relieving they found it. Just
right for the lead up to
Christmas!
Thank you to all who
helped make this
stunning “tree”!!!
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Can you spot the one/s that you coloured in? Every one was used!
Apart from the Toc H symbol four of the mandala had one of the Four
Points added to them. More about the next tree in Summer 2018

Cover Picture
“A future member?”
This was the question that a Toc H Mum, a member of Heart of
England Branch, asked when her daughter presented her with In
Touch for her bedtime story! She has already attended a Heart of
England Garden Party—so who knows but we do think that at 2
(approaching 3!!!) she is a little young at the moment!
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Toc H in Moseley, Birmingham
Josie Wall

Josie works as an Operation and Volunteer
assistant for the Coffin Works in Birmingham whilst
Studying for her PhD
This article is based on information from the Toc H
archives held at the Cadbury Research Library and an
interview with Doug and Hilary Geater Childs who
were Toc H Moseley volunteers in the late 1960s,
before Hilary became project staff in the 70’s.
After the war many people think that Tubby Clayton returned from
Poperinge intent upon creating another Talbot House, but this was not the
case, his prime concern was the lack of clergy caused by war deaths and
he set about training prospective clergy. However he was soon pestered
by men who wanted to recapture the fellowship and camaraderie
of Talbot House. In November 1919 Tubby gathered some of the men
who had passed through Talbot House during the war, they became the
first committee. They chose the name Toc H for their organisation. In
1920 they set out the aims for the organisation, known as The Four Points
of the Compass.
Toc H decided to open a hostel for men coming to London in search of
work, and chose a house in Queensgate Gardens. This house was known
as Mark I as in the army fashion and was a place of fellowship just like the
original Talbot House. The men who lived there, known as ‘Marksmen’,
soon began to undertake service in the community around the Mark –
fulfilling the second aim of Toc H.
Additional branches opened around the country and Toc H quickly became
an international movement too. The Charity gained a Royal Charter in
1922.
Toc H was originally open to men, but some nurses who had used Talbot
House during the war established the League of Women Helpers, which
then became Toc H (Women’s Division) and fully merged with Toc H in
early 1970s. Hilary was the first woman appointed as regional staff to the
joint movement and was based at Mark VI.
Each Mark and Branch (non-residential group) had a lamp and every year
from 1926 the lamps were lit for a 24-hour vigil forming a ‘World Chain of
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Light’. Each Mark was quite
independent, choosing the forms
of service they felt were most
needed and so the work of Toc
H was extremely varied, but by
the 1930s there were hundreds
of branches and thousands of
members around the world. In
Moseley the Toc H story also
begins in the 1930s, and
stretches right into the 21st
century. The earliest known
document referring to Moseley is
this beautiful illustrated Lamp
Petition from 1931.
The house in Moseley known as
Mark VI was at number 6 Wake
Green Road. Toc H moved in
during 1936, and the house
officially opened in 1937. There
was a commemorative plaque unveiled by Lord Austin, which has since
been returned to his family. Toc H were based there until the late
1970s when they moved into 24 Grove Avenue, a building which was
owned by the organisation until 2006.
Mark VI in Wake Green Road was a residential house, where members
lived together and served the wider community. There were 14
residents and a wardens’ flat, but the entire ground floor of the house
was dedicated to community use. One of the rooms was used by the
Moseley and District Drama Group, who were also famous for their
Shakespearean performances in the garden, which had been built into
a sort of amphitheatre. Hilary, who had studied drama, also
remembers working with them on a project in the Cotswolds. The
grounds of Mark VI were large and there was a lawn for bowls and a
playground with assault course and aerial walkways at the bottom of
the garden. There were also outbuildings which contained an office
and a ‘bunk room’ with 2 sets of bunk beds for putting up volunteers.
However, even with the extra beds, there wasn’t always enough room
for everyone, as Doug remembers from one of the volunteer reunions
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in the 1970s. On that
occasion John Mitchell
decided to send those
without a bed out on a
‘night exercise’. They
conducted a survey of
homeless people in
Birmingham – 60 or so
volunteers undertook the
survey which proved
official statistics wrong.
A further project
checked derelict
buildings. These surveys
Cadbury Research Library
led to a ‘Soup Run’ and
Toc H working with
Christian Action on ‘The Birmingham Project’ which opened firstly a dropin centre and then a night shelter.
Toc H started doing soup runs 4 nights a week. This ended in 1973 but
was later re-started by the churches. The Christian Action drop-in centre
was on Pershore Street, opposite the Silver Blades Ice Rink. Toc H
completed the upstairs renovation and installed the bathroom. They
would also assist the staff member at the centre, so he could take a
break. There is still a day centre on Pershore Street today, known as ‘The
Fireside’. The night shelter in the crypt of St Chad’s cathedral for 30 men,
went on to become an independent charity –‘The Birmingham Committee
for Night Shelter’, who
opened the Trinity
Centre. This model was
typical for Toc H –
lending initial support to
a project until it grew,
became self-sustaining
and independent,
because Toc H needed
to continue doing other
work.
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Many of the Moseley Toc H projects were working with young people,
especially those from marginalised and vulnerable communities.
During the school holidays Toc H was involved with a city wide
playscheme called ‘Holidays at Home’ and also ran their own
playschemes. Doug’s introduction to Toc H was assisting with Holidays
at Home, looking after a group of children who were staying at the
Methodist church on Moseley Road, a great location, but one without
adequate washing facilities. Doug and the other Toc H volunteers used
the slipper baths at the pool, but for the children, the simplest way to
keep them clean was to take them swimming! Hilary also led a Toc H
project in Balsall Heath, when the area was still a red-light district in
the 1970s.
Toc H ran a nursery for the pre-school aged children of the
prostitutes. Hilary’s role included collecting children and bringing them
to the nursery. The car was a mini, without seatbelts in the back, and
so in order to keep anyone from falling out, she would quite literally fill
the car and she was once propositioned while there were 10 kids with
her!

Opposite: Moseley Road Baths 1976 (Cadbury Research Library)
Above: ‘Holiday camp at home, Christ Church Sparkbrook’ 1976
(Cadbury Research Library)
More of this article prepared for the local history group next time.
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URGENT !!!
Next Trip to Poperinge
With

Tubby’s Tours
Will be 4th –8th June
This time the trip
will gather and start
from

Birmingham
The trip needs at least 1o to
break even and your travel
by mini-bus, the ferry and
your accommodation will be
divided amongst the number
going. Prices alter but it is
expected that if 10 + driver go it should be around
£350 at the most. A non-refundable deposit of £50
is required. Meals other than breakfast and all
other costs are your responsibility.

Interested ???
Please contact Marcia at
Toc H Head Office.
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Letters of Thanks
Merci beaucoup!
What a wonderful, huge surprise when I saw the In Touch
magazine (Paris Branch Celebrates in Style, Autumn 2017)… My,
what an honour. Thank you so much. We do what we can over
here...
I’d also like to thank you all for such an interesting magazine, I
know it is a lot of work and it is deeply appreciated.
Thank you.
Love Valerie

News from New Zealand
Dear Toc H friends,
I am very happy to receive the 'In Touch' magazine and would love
to hear news of Toc H in other places. As you know there are no
branches here in NZ but I try to live by Toc H (practical Christian)
principles.
The highlight of the year was my birthday party. In 2016 I said to
Wendy that I wanted to really celebrate my 85th birthday in case I
did not make my 90th!! We were planning a small party with a few
church friends and family who were nearby, on Saturday 1st April,
but Wendy really surprised me by inviting all my grandchildren. I
knew Sue, daughter, was
coming over from OZ but
when she arrived she had
her daughter (Michelle) with
her!! That was on the 29th
March and early the next
morning Jax arrived from
the UK. Sharlz, Brett and
baby Odin arrived in the
early hours of Saturday
morning.
Jean Fenner
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Toc H Research
Bethany Rowley, a PhD student and member of the ‘Men, Women and
Care’ Research Project at the University of Leeds, contacted Toc H
about her research project which examines religious charity and the
experience of disabled ex-servicemen in inter-war Britain.
In her first chapter she uses Toc H as a case study investigating the
links between Toc H and the Church, membership, peace, disability,
unemployment and identity as well as The League of Women Helpers.
Bethany has kindly submitted an article based on her research for
publication in ‘In Touch’. An insightful piece, we think you will agree.
Thank you, Bethany.

How Toc H helped disabled
Ex-Servicemen of The First World War in
Inter-War Britain (1918-1939)
Although an ex-servicemen organisation, Toc H had no national
programme to help the war wounded. Initiatives to help the war
disabled differed by region. In the Midlands for example, for men who
would never regain their mental balance, every Sunday an escort was
provided for a walk, car rides or a tea party. Knowing the debt of
honour they were trying to re-pay, ‘it makes you mighty humble to
have these men thanking you for giving up an afternoon to them,’ said
a Toc H member in 1920. In a town north of the region, however, ‘was
a home for others whom the war left mentally alert but physically
paralysed’. The service they needed was different: a breath of the
outside world, a letter written, a cigarette rolled, and shopping done. In
homes where ‘men were crippled but not so desperately’ as this one in
the Midlands, other forms of service were provided, as what the
servicemen liked best, was to be taken to a real home to sit and smoke
and talk by a real fire. In such ways friendship grew and these men
were given hope: the first step to recovery as advocated by Toc H.
Service was also undertaken outside of disability homes. Toc H helped
by providing libraries and blood transfusions in hospitals. Many of the
14

latter were run or assisted by Toc H groups, who frequently took the
initiative in starting a panel of blood donors throughout the 1930’s.
In some cases, Toc H houses provided a central office, open day and
night, with Marksmen taking turns of duty for emergency calls by the
telephone. Whilst these jobs were basic they led to the discovery and
meeting of needs, as only by meeting disabled ex-servicemen, could
Toc H assess the care required.
In the countryside, however, drivers for night ambulances,
conveyance of out-patients to the hospital, delivery of medicines to
remote houses, night telephone work and helping nurses with
delirious or violent patients, were instances of the service provided
by Toc H. ‘One spinal case was transported by car regularly each
week; for a long period, a form of treatment which cheered the
patient’. Comparatively, in towns the ‘undertaking of individual
aftercare, cinema entertainments, and an investigation to help
hospital authorities to trace patients who had ceased treatment
without reason are more examples of Toc H service to the war
wounded’. A yellow pillar box was an accustomed sight. One such in
an eastern town had a ‘post’ of 47,343 books and magazines by
1936. Toc H postmen collected and delivered to hospitals and
institutions. All these services were comparatively widespread by the
mid 1930’s.
Moreover, regular visits to disability homes resulted in friendship and
the introduction of disabled veterans to Toc H elsewhere on
discharge, giving veterans amongst other things, a chance to feel
that they could be useful despite their disablement. This was
enhanced by blind and deaf clubs, the Braille work and embossed
maps made at sea by Naval members, all arranged through the
Servers of the Blind, whereby entertainment was provided by Toc H.
As the Vicar of Malpas, Rev J. Rowland wrote in The South Wales
Newspaper in 1932, ‘one of the best ways to serve others was to
encourage cheerfulness; it was a duty to be happy. True religion had
nothing to do with ‘dark clothing and gloomy faces’. The Gospel
message was really, ‘Radiate Joy; be of good cheer’, with the
sincerity of Toc H services creating ‘human joy for veterans’. All help
given to disabled ex-servicemen or disabled civilians of the First
World War by Toc H, therefore, had an inherently religious motive
and aim. ‘The Social Gospel’, as termed by Linda Parker.
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This focus on the visually impaired and blind is significant. Toc H
formed strong links with St Dunstan’s, a charity formed to rehabilitate
men blinded because of the Great War (now Blind Veterans UK), as
highlighted by letters of recognition from St Dunstan’s to Toc H for its
work on the ‘fight against blindness’:
An article entitled ‘Helping St Dunstan’s
appeared in the Surrey Advertiser in
December 1932. ‘With the object of assisting
St Dunstan’s, a sale of products made at
Women’s Institute workshops was held at
Weybridge on Saturday. Lady Boyd Carter
was glad to accept the invitation to open the
sale because she felt that she should do
what she could for those men who served
their country during the war’. Toc H thus
received support from ‘high society’, and despite disability, many still
felt that these men were ‘honourable’ because of their war service.
The link between the two organisations started over ten years before
this fundraiser in Surrey. There is no obvious reason as to why such a
connection was formed and maintained over any other charity Toc H
encountered. A 1921 letter from the Cheltenham Toc H branch to the
editor of Toc H Newssheet highlights this link: ‘We are fortunate in
having an annexe of St Dunstan’s and every time we have a meeting,
if possible, some of the blind boys come around as guests. ‘Charlie’ is
a favourite – besides being blind, he is deaf and only has one leg
which is useless. He has suffered 36 operations but is the cheeriest
fellow imaginable. We are also trying to assist a partially blinded
soldier with a microscopic pension, whom we found singing in the
streets’. Thus, care for a disabled individual and his family, was a
concern of Toc H.
Hence, acts of service provided by Toc H differed depending on
whether the disabled veteran had a rural or urban address. Need
differed on an individual basis. This helps explain why there was no
national programme to help the war wounded, but as demonstrated
by the links between Toc H and St Dunstan’s, Toc H, unlike other
charitable organisations, did not forget about their duty of care to
Britain’s war heroes long after the armistice was signed.
Bethany Rowley
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Linda Launches A New Book
We in Toc H are blessed by our membership all of whom bring different
skills and knowledge to our membership. One member brings a very
special ability that of writing books that are published and whilst
academic are readable for those who perhaps do not see themselves in
that way. I write of course of Linda Parker who published a biography
of Tubby Clayton ‘A Fool for thy Feast.’
In January Linda followed this with the launch of a biography of G.A.
Studdert Kennedy better know as ‘Woodbine Willie’, a First World War
chaplain like Tubby. Whilst Tubby was well known for Talbot House,
Woodbine Willy’s reputation was built on his capacity to get alongside
the soldiers in the trenches. Always with a packet of Woodbines to
hand, for those too young to know these were a popular brand of
cigarettes.
He was also a writer of theological works
and a poet, the important thing about his
poetry was that is was and is accessible
appealing across the divides of society.
The last verse of one of his poems sums up
his approach and understanding of what
the men he served meant to him:

Their name! Let me hear it – the symbol
Of unpaid – unpayable debt,
For the men to whom I owed God’s peace,
I put off with a cigarette.
A timely reminder of the debt that we all
owe to those who gave their lives in the
First World War.

A Seeker After Truths
The Life and Times of G.A. Studdert Kennedy (Woodbine Willy)
Linda Parker: Helion 2018

Congratulations to Linda ~ not only on the successful
launch of this book , but also on the birth of a grandson who
has been named Idris.
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We will remember them !
We will remember them !
Vera Hughes
Sheila Cudworth
Duncan Oakley
John Bowman
John Jones
John Verrinder
Raymond Coleiro
Rev Cannon Edward (Ted) Barlow

Age shall not we them

In Thanks for the Life of Duncan Oakley
25 January 1936 to 25 December 2017

Duncan sadly passed away after a short illness He was very active in
High Brooms Toc H as a treasurer and he ran the Bingo club on
Wednesdays. He also organised the Christmas fish and chip party for
bingo members to which some local community people are invited
which was held on the Tuesday afternoon, just after Duncan was
taken ill.
Duncan was very involved with St Matthew’s church. He loved going
swimming as an early bird swimmer. Duncan and his wife Rosemary
also enjoyed going to London for the Toc H walk and quiz. He
enjoyed going on steam train holidays abroad and made good quality
homemade wine and he was also a member of the wine circle.
Some of you will remember his regular attendance at the AGM and
for the London Khasdobir Walks.
Our thoughts are with his two daughters and Rosemary.
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In Memory of John Bowman
former President of Toc H Zimbabwe
We were shocked and saddened to hear of the tragic death of John
Bowman who many of you will remember together with his wife
Dorothy.
John and a friend/relative went out to Mpopoma Dam with a group of
friends for a New Year party and were Kayaking in an inflatable craft.
Mpopoma Dam is not a recreational dam but is part of National Parks
so actually they should not have been out on the water. It was
stocked with Crocodiles some years ago by National Parks. Sadly
Crocodiles attacked the rather flimsy Kayak and both of the people,
John and Rosemary, were seriously injured by them.
Game Wardens shot at the crocodiles and rescued the pair but John
who I believe was 90, did not survive the journey to hospital whilst
Rosemary has spent a considerable time in intensive care but I gather
is making progress and will stay with Dorothy when discharged from
hospital.
An entry in the Bulawayo Morning Mirror announced “The Memorial
Service for the late John Harwood Bowman will be held on Tuesday
9th January 2018 at 12 noon at The Hillside Methodist Church,
Limerick Road, Hillside”. I understand that it was extremely well
attended with people travelling from across the world.
John who was originally from England and had worked for Toc H
here. He visited the UK regularly staying in Yorkshire and I believe
Devon, on occasion he managed to visit Barnsley Toc H and to stop
off in Birmingham to meet up with Hilary and Doug for lunch on
their journey south. He had been keen to re-visit Poperinge and
asked if he and Dorothy could join a party from the UK. However this
was not to be because each time a plan was made something
happened to prevent it.
He was a lovely man and the world is poorer without him may he rest
in peace. May Rosemary make a full recovery in due course and our
thoughts and prayers are with Dorothy as she strives to come to
terms with this tragedy.
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Love and War by Liz Trenow
Published by Pan at £7.99 also available on
Kindle.
The centenary of the end of the First World
War is perhaps the right time for the
publication of this novel. Which is the story
of three women coming to terms and
learning to live with the reality of the loss of
loved ones. It is a story about the search for
truth and understanding of what is beyond
human imagination for most of us. The
knowledge that husband, son or brother
having left home to go to war never to
return is thankfully outside most people’s
experience.
The story is built around the experience of a young English wife, an
American sister and a German mother. Each on their own journey of
discovery of an understanding of the truth of what their loved ones
experienced and somehow come to terms with their loss.
The story captures the emotions of the women and their families
whilst describing the world that they are living in, that is of
communities coming to terms with the horrors of the war that had
left so many families with profound loss. It also gives a vivid
description of the very different communities that they live in.
It is especially poignant in the way that each of the women is thrown
together in their individual search. The fear of what they may learn
and the hope that there might be hope in a waste land created by
the years of conflict.
Liz Trenow captures and describes the way that life was being lived
in the aftermath of the fighting and most especially in Ypres and the
surrounding area.
The story includes a meeting with Tubby Clayton who is visiting with
the intention of collecting records from Talbot House which had been
returned to the owners at the end of the war. He allows both the
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English and American to borrow the records overnight to try to
recover information on their loved ones.
The story of course covers far more than can be described in a few
words, it is a reminder that love, and hope must overcome despair, it
also shows how in an imperfect world that shared adversity can be a
source of strength. The cover of the book states that:
‘Three women, once enemies. Their secrets will unite them.’
Many academic studies of the First World War describe all its political
and social aspects, the difference with Liz Trenow is that she tells a
story that in many ways captures what the reality must have been for
those who had been left behind.
Terry Drummond

st

Henry Willink

1 Warden of Mark I and President of Toc H.
If you happened to catch the first programme in the BBC series on the
Blitz, broadcast last November you will have noted its focus on Henry
Willink, the man brought in to the government to bring order to the
chaotic arrangements for looking after people bombed out of their
homes or forced to move out because of an unexploded bomb in the
vicinity. He approached the task with a real sympathy for the plight
of these people. He set up one-stop shops where people could get
replacement ration cards, identity cards and other documents lost in
the ruins of their homes, rather than having to travel from office to
office. He ensured that applications for financial support would be
treated with sympathy rather than suspicion. And later, as Health
Secretary he issued the first report setting out plans for what became,
under the post war government, the NHS.
What relevance does this have for readers of In Touch? Simply that
Willink was one of the first residents of Mark I (I think he was the first
warden) and was a President of Toc H until his death in 1973. It is
perhaps not too fanciful to think that his sympathetic and humane
approach to the victims of the Blitz owed something to his
membership of Toc H.
Ken Prideaux-Brune
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Wessex Branch
Toc H Wessex branch met on 21st March for a social get together to
discuss their plans for the first half of 1918. We were glad to welcome
seven members and receive apologies from four others.
We decided to build on the success of our consciousness raising
meetings of last year and arrange some evenings at the Comrades
Club with a speaker or entertainment, refreshments and updates of our
activities and Toc H national activities. The first of these will be in April
We have established links with “THE MIXX “which is a community
space used by many Wantage groups, and through them, ideas for
joining in activities with sustainable Wantage and gardening activities
seem likely.
We aim to use “THE MIXX “space to run some CAMEO groups in the
near future. These will be on a variety of topics from healthy living to
local history.
Starting up a branch of Toc H is a long tern activity and does not
happen overnight, but we hope to build on the events organised in
2017 to progress further in 2018.
Linda Parker

Sincere Apologies:
I must apologise for the extreme lateness of the production
of this edition of In Touch. Unfortunately I have suffered
from the dreaded Flu bug and have really found doing
anything extremely hard work, but with a fairly full diary
something just had to slip and this time it was InTouch.
Rebecca was ready and willing , but unfortunately it was me
that was not able!!
Hilary Geater Childs.

Opposite: We are delighted to say that two people have shown
interest in the article opposite, but two is not enough and so we are
re-printing it on the basis that members might like to volunteer to be
a part of it too?
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How About a Weirside Branch????
When talking to one of the regular annual users of Weirside she said
how pleased they were to be back and how they would like to support
Toc H if they knew how. I replied that as long as they believed and
stood by the four principles of friendship, service, fairmindedness and reconciliation the best way they could support Toc H was
by standing up for those ideals by joining the movement as a member
and paying their annual membership fee. She happily took me up on
this and is the first member of her particular group to do so.
Whilst we were talking about it we discussed how various folk felt a
great love for Weirside, valuing the gifts and special times that the
place has provided them with. In the past we have had many offers of
help from users saying how they would happily attend a Maintenance/
Cleaning weekend, but it is hard to know whether they mean it, have,
the skills and even remember who they are So we started to wonder if
a new form of Branch could start which would meet to do its branch
job of keeping the place up to scratch and practice the Four Points on
two or three weekends a year.
Feedback on whether it is thought that this might work would be
welcome as would people who would be interested in forming such a
branch.
Please contact Central Office.
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Images from India

Above: Professor interacts with the delegates from JF Oberlin
University, TOKYO, Japan.
Below: Mr Sebastian Merlnild ,Mr Lasse Patterson from Nanson Centre
Norway visit Toc H Cochin
Opposite
Top: Professor P Joseph inaugurates a learning centre ‘Matrix Manor’
launched by Tracy Honson (USA) , the designer of The Matrix of a
Learner.
Middle: Ms Kelly Sai from Hongkong visit Toc H Cochin
Bottom: 40th Annual Day Address of Toc H Cochin
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London District – Events for 2018
Due to diary commitments, some dates are “different” from last year!
A warm welcome awaits you all.
Mill Hill Music Club – Sunday 15th April – 7:30pm. Tickets £15.
Contact Chris if interested. Lift from Golders Green Tube at
6:30pm. NOTE change of date!
Khasdobir Meal – Monday 21st May at 7:30pm. “Taste of India”
Curry – Old Hatfield, AL9 5HB - £20. Near station. Contact John
Burgess (01707 891 286) if interested.
Dr Johnson’s House – Saturday 2nd June (Chancery Lane/
Temple Tube Station) at 11:30 – 17 Gough Square, London EC4A
3DE. Meet at main entrance 11:30am.
London Walk – Saturday 1st September - Come and help or get
sponsorship for your charity/Friends of Khasdobir.
Toc H AGM – Saturday 13th October – in Birmingham. - Venue as
last year. Lunch at 1pm. Lift from Redbridge Station. At 10am.
London “Quiet Day” – Saturday 20th October – at All Hallows
Church - 10:30am.
Please ring/email me if you would like a
lift. ‘Bring & Share Lunch’. £5 donation for All Hallows.
Toc H Carol Service – Saturday 8th December, 2pm – All
Hallows. Possibly a “Bring & Share Lunch”
World Chain of Light – Monday 10th December – 12 noon
Lunchtime – Fish & Chip lunch at Chris Stoneham’s or Andrew Mills’
house (37 Greenhill Park, New Barnet, Hertfordshire. EN5 1HQ 0208
449 5018). Approx. £5 each. Lifts from Hainault Station. Ring to
reserve meal.
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The Reply?
The bell calls out over the roofs and over the trees
To remind would-be worshippers, or not
That the Sunday service beckons.
The church is a silent witness
To the past congregation that came
And was steadfast and loyal
More or less.
It contributed to the health of many souls.
It fed curious minds
And created hope and solace
When tides seemed to be relentless and overwhelming.
Now the church is not appreciated so much
Although the music can be heard.
It is time to wonder how long
Will the bell be rung?
Will the sound echo through the village
With no reply?
Will the word no longer be uttered
Within those old walls?
Will people walk past and ignore
The chance of finding hope?
Will truth wither on the vine?
Please do not pass on the other side.
Enter in faith and joy.
Barry Broadmeadow
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NATIONAL PRAYER CYCLE
Prepared by William Bestelink
Friendship – To love widely
Think of all members in Britain and overseas,
Talbotousian, supporters of Talbot House,
and all who are housebound, ill or isolated.
Service – To build bravely
Think of all Branches and their work in UK & worldwide
especially the new Branch at Wantage; and
Khasdobir & first schoolroom for School under the Sky
Fair-mindedness – To think fairly
With the centenary of the end of The Great War
we think of all working for peace and
for refugees and others suffering from war now.
Witness – To witness humbly
The Board of Trustees and others running Toc H,
Talbot House & other Toc H centres, and
for the work of Toc H to inspire others to join.
January 2018

MISSION STATEMENT
Toc H is committed to building a
fairer society by working with
communities to promote
friendship and service, confront
prejudice and practice
reconciliation.

The aims of Toc H are defined by the
four points of the compass, first defined
in 1920:
Friendship:

To love widely

Service:

To build bravely

Fairmindedness: To think fairly
Witness:

To witness humbly
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